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Welcome to Wave...
Here you can read lots of information about Wave and lots 
of pictures to help get ready for our visit.

You will be met by a musician, 
named Matt who will play 
music and show you the way 
to the pod (small theatre)

There will be actors inside the pod 
when you arrive. Once you are inside 
the performers will sing a song and you 
will hear your name sung to you.

When you go into the 
room to see Wave it will 
be dark, but inside the 
pod it will be colourfully 
lit. This is where Wave 
takes place.

 

Here you can see the 
actors getting the set 
ready for the story.



What’s Inside the Pod?

You’ll be able to explore the workshop and try out some 
weather experiments. The beach is where they fish and find 

interesting objects...

The pod changes to look like the seaside and a workshop. 
There is plenty of space and chairs to sit on.
There will be music playing and lots of interesting things to 
look at and explore.

Here is a picture of Dad’s 
workshop. Dad is a weather 
scientist and this is where he 
does experiments and checks the 
weather.

Here is Miranda at the 
beach enjoying the view

Here is Dad at the beach, 
playing with sand.



The Actors

This is Phoebe.
Phoebe plays Miranda in Wave.

Here are the actors and the characters they play in Wave.
During the show the actors might talk to you and encourage 
you to touch and explore the different things in the pod.
If you want to join in then you can.
If you don’t want to join in then you don’t have to.

This is James.
James plays Dad in Wave.

This is Matt.
Matt plays Bird in Wave. 
Matt also plays the accordion.

This is Ali
Ali is the Stage Manager 
and Facilitator in Wave.



The Story
Wave is the story of a girl and her Dad who live on an island 
together.
Her Dad is a scientist. He measures the weather.
The girl, whose name is Miranda, wants to leave the Island 
and live with her boyfriend.

This is difficult for Dad.

This is the story we will be exploring.

Miranda needs to 
persuade him to 
let her go.



VISUAL SYMBOLS FOR WAVE
Visual Symbols for Wave
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Here are some key words in Wave

boat boyfriend
rain

bird love wind

scientist
work goodbye

island
book sea

sad
dad miranda

storm
angry

workshop


